NOTES TO CHAPTER 2	343
pened to many of his majesty's subjects ... several of whom have been killed and others
maimed by horses ... many wicked and disorderly persons have frequently met together
therein, using unlawful sports and games and drawing in... young persons into gaming
and idleness and other vicious ways and courses and vagabonds, common beggars and
other persons resort therein, whereby many robberies, assaults, outrages and enormities
have been and continually are committed.* (8 Geo. IL c. 26.)
c£ Gay, Trivia.
(i 12) The result of this individual responsibility is described by a projector who wished
to form a company for the paving of London: * If everyone pave only before his own door,
there never can be a true level or regular current observed, each one paving at several
times, according to his own private interest or fancy, higher or lower, to accommodate
some cellar door, cross kennel or some irregular ascent or fall, he hath no mind to alter,
without any regard to the publick; so that it is by this means impossible for a common P«e
to be observed. •.. Many, when they pave, have so little time in th^r houses, that they
purposely do it slightly to last their own time only, and some out of covetousness, wiU
either not pave at all, or so very little, that the streets are nothing the better. Where die
paviours are allowed a sufficient price to do their work well... it... is their interest to
have the work rather often doing than well done. .. . And also by raising every new
pavement higher than their neighbours as is their constant practice the adjoining pavement
is quickly spoiled.' (Considerations humbly offered to .. . Parliament shewing the Necessity
and Benefit of an Act to incorporate a certain select Number of Persons for the more beautiful
cmd useful paving and cleansing the Streets „.. within the weekly Bills „.. luL) See also
CJ. 19 February 1728-9.
(113) The Paving Commissioners progressively extended their scope to deal with street
nuisances in general cf. a report to the House of Commons by Luke Ideson, the very
active vestry clerk of St James Westminster, who was also clerk to the parish Paving
Committee. 'That it is necessary that further regulations should be made with regard to
the companies who furnish the inhabitants with water and that provision should be made
for preventing the sweeping... any dirt or mud into the sewers or within a limited distance
of the grates; that persons not belonging to ... the scavengers frequently obtain by
fraud the ashes from houses . .. and that some explanation is necessary with respect to
the placing of signs; that the placing of goods, wares and merchandises, carriages, casks^
packages, timber, wheels, materials for building and other things in the streets to the
annoyance thereof ought to be prevented; that the keeping of open holes or funnels for
the purpose of letting down coals and other things, and die manner in which brewers
servants draw up barrels out of cellars or vaults wants regulating, and that it is necessary
the foot-crossings should be ascertained, and provision made to prevent their being
stopped by carriages or otherwise; and that the digging holes to make vaults and leaving
them as well as areas open without fencing or placing any lights thereto is very dangerous
and ought to be prevented, that the driving of cattle, carriages, casks and other things on
the foot-pavement is a very great annoyance, as is also the standing of horses at farriers
shops and the throwing of bricks, tiles and other things from the tops of houses; that it
would be a great convenience if the power given to Commissioners to regulate the streets
paved by them was extended to streets not new-paved; that the erecting bulks and staDs
and sinking dung-holes and saw-pits within the jurisdiction of the Commissioners are
pigeons and other fowls; and the making of bonfires and letting off gunpowder ia the
streets; that notices ought to be sent to the Commissioners of Sewers when any contracts
are ™?d«* for new paving, that die sewers may be previously emptied or repaired; that it

